REPORT OF THE VICE-PRESIDENT
(EXTERNAL AFFAIRS)

November 16th, 2017

CAMPAIGNS
- Filming Anti-Austerity video w TVM
- Co-hosting 2 workshops on the Far Right
- Organization leading up to Nov. 12th and running of McGill contingent (shout out to SWSA for doing great mob work)
- Organizing contingent to Qc city on Nov. 24th
- Unpaid Internships statement (shout out to VP UA for shouldering a lot of that labour)
- Interviews leading up to the manif on the 12th
- Organizing Media 101 for campaigns and student groups on Nov. 16th

REPRESENTATION & ADVOCACY
- Following up with Faculties about
  - 1) Cross Campus Sustainability Group, 2) Work against sexual violence, 3) AVEQ and UEQ presentations to councils, 4) Unpaid internships
- Facilitated Panel on Municipal Elections
- Meeting w Québec Contre les Violences Sexuelles about strategizing for upcoming consultations on proposed Bill 151 and how to make it WAY more precise and actually useful
- Adhoc Provincial Representation Committe Terms of Reference and applications for members at large

COMMUNITY AFFAIRS
- Clubs application preparation
- SPF application submitted
- Now that elections are over hopefully going to receive a response from mayor’s office on waste management awareness campaign next steps
- Working w PGSS and UTILE on McGill specific survey

INDIGENOUS AFFAIRS
- Interview w Delit on Interim Report on MMIW
- Prepared Indigenous Solidarity workshop for Services Summit (consulted with Indigenous Affairs Commissioner on content)

FRANCOPHONE AFFAIRS
- Administrative work for Francophone Affairs - now housed under the President

OTHER
- Probation Evaluations for Student Staff
- Meeting with Admin and VP UA about Our Turn
- Presented and spoke to NDP MPs in Parliament about Our Turn (including Labour critic, critic for the stance of women, and the youth critic)
- Tried to follow-up with UCRU as their congress was in Ottawa at the same time but they were disorganized
- Presentation of Our Turn to PGSS Council
- Mob work for Statement on Heather Munroe Blum receiving an honorary doctorate
- Wrote and submitted SPF application for new student staff position to move conversation on the SSMU GSVP forward next semester
- Attending Information meeting on McGill’s Investments w VP UA (if you want my minutes from this just let me know! )
- Meetings to figure out referendum possibilities
- Helping out with administrative / last minute QPIRG Culture Shock things all last week
- Listserv
- Meetings on External Affairs website